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CONSULTATION ON CORE ELEMENTS OF THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK TO SUPPORT 
CAPACITY EXPANSION AT HEATHROW 

CAP 1541 

CONSULTATION - June/Sept 2017 
 

Richmond Heathrow Campaign Response 

This document is the response of the Richmond Heathrow Campaign to the CAA Consultation on 
Economic Regulation of Heathrow Expansion as contained in the document: Core elements of the 
regulatory framework to support capacity expansion at Heathrow  (CAP 1541), June 2017. 

 
The Richmond Heathrow Campaign (RHC) represents three amenity groups in the London Borough of 
Richmond upon Thames: The Richmond Society, The Friends of Richmond Green, and the Kew Society, 
which together have over 2000 members. The members of our amenity groups are adversely affected 
by noise from Heathrow Airport’s flight paths, poor air quality and road and rail congestion in west 
London.  We acknowledge Heathrow’s contribution to the UK economy and seek constructive 
engagement in pursuit of a better Heathrow. Economic regulation is an important part of this. We are 
an active participant in the Heathrow Community Noise Forum. 
 
Over recent years we have undertaken extensive research on Heathrow and submitted a large number 
of papers to the Airports Commission and others - most of which can be found at 
www.richmondheathrowcampaign.org and www.rhcfacts.org.   
 
Our response is arranged by chapter in response to the specific consultation questions.  Chapter 1 is the 
exception where we question why our response to the previous consultation (CAP 1510) has been 
largely ignored; as a result we explain our views in more detail.  Our response in subsequent chapters is 
brief because we cover many of the questions in Chapter 1.  Where possible we refer back to Chapter 1.   
 
Chapter I summarises our response to the January 2017 consultation, CAP 1510. We then examine the 
broad economic processes in Heathrow’s market including the impact of the CAA’s regulation.  This is 
followed by an assessment of Heathrow’s excess profits, which we believe are sizable and of the order 
of £300 million a year. The RAB regulation is not preventing these profits but actually supports them. 
We find that Heathrow is not contributing adequate amounts to mitigate the environmental costs of its 
operations and that regulation should better ensure environmental costs are met in future. These could 
amount to £150 million a year and would reduce some of the excess profit; any remaining excess profit 
should be prevented by more stringent regulation.  We then examine the airlines and find they are 
unlikely to generate a scarcity rent and excess profits. This is important because it means there is no 
financial capacity within the airlines to absorb higher aero charges from Heathrow. Instead, increased 
charges would need to be passed on to passengers and freight owners.  We briefly examine the surface 
access economics. 
 
We then examine the financial impact of Heathrow’s Northwest Runway (NWR) expansion. We find that 
if there is to be no increase in the aero charge compared to the Do-minimum option then Heathrow’s 
shareholders are likely to experience a drop in value of at least £12bn, which approximates most of the 
debt and equity of Heathrow and clearly is untenable.  To breakeven on the expansion requires the aero 
charge to be increased by 38% from first flight in 2026 compared to the Do-minimum aero charge. We 
believe a charge of £37.67 per passenger (real 2016 prices) would be unacceptable to airlines and 
passengers.  The only solution we can see at the moment is a substantial reduction in capital 
expenditure but it is difficult to see how this can be achieved without a material reduction in service and 
inefficient allocation of resources. Under the circumstances, we urge the Government to confirm 
without delay that it will not provide any financial support for Heathrow expansion, including, subsidies, 
guarantees, contingent liabilities or favourable tax treatment. 

http://www.richmondheathrowcampaign.org/
http://www.rhcfacts.org./
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Chapter 1 January 2017 consultation: stakeholder responses  
 
RHC RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS CONSULTATION, CAP 1510 
 
1. RHC was one of nine respondents to the January 2017 consultation on Heathrow Economic 

regulation – Jan/March 2017. We are disappointed the CAA has largely ignored our response.   
 
2. In section 1 of our response we argued that there is little or no scarcity rent, which is an 

important point because the CCA is relying on this rent to absorb the very high costs of 
Heathrow expansion and as far as possible avoid the pass-through of the costs to passengers.   

 
3. In section 2 we argued that the CAA regulation, in seeking to protect passengers, should 

consider all UK passengers given the reduced aviation growth and economies at most UK 
airports caused by the expansion of Heathrow, as is demonstrated by the Airports Commission’s 
evidence. We urged the CAA to include this substantial cost in its regulatory calculations.  We 
also argued that international-to-international transfers provide little or no value to the UK 
economy and we urged the CAA to discount the value of these transfers as users of Heathrow’s 
capacity. Our detailed assessment of these issues is in our response to the DfT on the draft NPS, 
which can be found on our website. 

 
4. In section 3 we urged the CAA to consider further how best to incorporate surface access costs 

and environmental costs in its regulatory model.    
 
5. In section 4 we urged the CAA to place greater emphasis on the shareholder bearing the risks in 

the regulatory model and the finance being non-recourse to the Treasury. 
 
6. In section 5 we urged the CAA to publish and consult on a definitive regulatory model and its 

impact well ahead of a Government decision on Heathrow expansion and indeed before scrutiny 
by Parliamentary Select Committee and before a vote by Parliament on the NPS. 

 
7. None of these issues have been addressed in the current consultation except there is a chapter 

on surface access.   Therefore before addressing the CAA’s specific questions in the current 
consultation we take the opportunity to further explain the concerns raised in our previous 
response.   
 

8. At the moment we do not believe the regulatory model, as it is being amended, is fit for 
purpose. Given the high cost of Heathrow expansion and the fact that the CAA’s aim is to avoid 
an increase in passenger fares and charges to freight owners or a tax payer subsidy coupled with 
the fact that airlines do not have the financial capacity to absorb the costs, the only solution is to 
increase the burden on Heathrow’s lenders and shareholders.  If they are incapable or unwilling 
to pay the cost of expansion then the expansion will not be able to proceed.   
 

9. From a timing point of view, it is important the viability of the Northwest Runway (NWR) is 
determined before decisions are made by Parliament and the Government. At the moment the 
CAA propose to take several years to determine the economic cost and risks and how they 
should be shared. This is far too late. 

 
 
ECONOMIC PROCESSES IN HEATHROW’S MARKET 
 
10. Perfect market with competition. A simple model of Heathrow’s economics might be along the 

following lines.  The three stage vertical supply chain for providing a service to passengers 
comprises the surface access to/from the airport, the progress through the airport to/from the 
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aircraft and the flight. A similar model applies to freight. Besides this vertical chain, there are 
parallel services to passengers such as retail.  In a perfect market with competition the 
passenger aeronautical revenue, as determined by price and demand, should match the costs 
including the cost of capital.  The cost of capital is the cost of money plus a margin to cover the 
risks, which together in accounting terms equal the profit.  Surface access, including car parking, 
has several road and rail suppliers - both private and state owned.  The progress through the 
airport is supplied by a single supplier, Heathrow, and the flights are supplied by the 80 or so 
airlines operating at Heathrow.    
 

11. Imperfect market.  Scarcity rents or shadow costs on account of capacity constraint, market 
power on account of lack of competition, barriers to market entry and regulation by 
government, EU and international bodies are some of the reasons the market may be imperfect. 
Imperfect markets can result in excess profits with the rate of return exceeding the cost of 
capital as made possible by overcharging consumers. There may also be inefficient allocation of 
revenue and capital resources and less than satisfactory service. 

 
12. CAA regulation.  The CAA’s statutory regulation of market imperfection deals directly only with 

one stage in the supply chain; it controls Heathrow and aims to balance passenger affordability 
with Heathrow financeability, while providing incentives to encourage Heathrow’s efficiency and 
satisfactory service levels.   
 
a. The CAA is tasked with ensuring the passengers (and freight owners) are not over-charged 

on account of Heathrow’s market powers. The CAA’s regulation directly controls 
aeronautical revenue charges to the airlines and therefore indirectly passenger fares (i.e. 
affordability) by way of pass-through of these aero charges to the passengers by the airlines 
and/or absorption of any excess profits accrued by the airlines on account of market 
imperfections. The CAA caps the aero charges but this may still leave the airlines with excess 
profits which are not controlled by the CAA.  

 
b. The CAA’s regulation also seeks to ensure Heathrow’s financeability, without which the 

service would not be provided.  The aim is to match Heathrow’s rate of return with its cost 
of capital so that investors provide the capital but do not benefit from excess profit; the CAA 
regulation matches the revenue from the aeronautical charge with Heathrow’s costs 
including the cost of capital.  For simplicity here, we leave aside the practice of the aero-
charges being reduced by non-aero income such as retail, which is not directly in the aero 
supply chain and parking fees which are in the access part of the supply chain. 

 
c. There are several ways of regulating utilities and similar organisations. The Regulated Asset 

Base (RAB) model used by the CAA has the weakness of potentially allowing the supplier to 
“gold plate” costs, which results in inefficiencies supported by investors. For example, by 
incurring capital expenditure that is not really needed, the RAB model still ensures the 
investor is made whole and therefore there is little, if any, incentive to ensure the resources 
are used efficiently.  There is also little incentive for the investor to ensure satisfactory 
service levels and the investor still makes the return even if service levels decline.  The 
weakness extends to the cost of debt and risks, whereby the equity investor has the 
regulatory model to protect the equity return.  It is therefore important that the regulation 
also has incentives to counterbalance these weaknesses.  

 
d. The RAB model is also weak in allocating the aero charge to the several market segments 

served by the airlines. Broadly, Heathrow divides the total charge into domestic, European, 
rest of the world and international-to-international transfers.  The purpose of travel such as 
leisure and business are not represented separately. As discussed later in considering the 
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question of airline excess profits, Heathrow’s dominance on long haul travel is passed 
through to the airlines. 

 
e. A further weakness of the RAB model concerns the question of which passengers (and 

freight owners) should pay for growth.  If the marginal cost of growth is higher than the 
average cost then who should pay for the difference?  A family taking one holiday flight a 
year may not be willing to pay a higher fare so that capacity can be increased to serve 
additional passengers and freight.  We believe that the aero charge should not be pre-
loaded with increases in the aero charge per passenger before first flight from a 3rd runway.  
We believe the airlines take a similar position. Preferably, any subsequent increase in the 
charge should only be introduced on a unitary basis as passenger numbers grow so that the 
negative impact on each passenger is spread as fairly as possible.  A better solution is to 
ensure the marginal cost of growth is no higher than the average cost.  We discuss this 
further in the section dealing with NWR expansion. 
 

f. The RAB model seeks to protect the passenger and freight user from Heathrow making an 
excess profit. But Heathrow is at the bottom of the supply chain and the model fails to take 
account of the airlines.  The regulatory control on Heathrow ends up protecting Heathrow 
and its shareholders and lenders without fully reflecting the end user passenger market and 
the intermediate airlines.  The airlines are hugely capital intensive with cyclical 
performance, as we see from their cyclical investment in new aircraft.  This is a case of the 
tail wagging the dog.  We have not had time to provide precise figures but the airlines have 
an annual turnover of perhaps £20bn from Heathrow compared to Heathrow’s aero 
turnover of around than £1.7bn.  The RAB model needs to better reflect the economic 
power of Heathrow on the airlines and other airports and also take into account the 
environmental cost on the local community. At the moment the main beneficiaries of the 
model seem to be Heathrow’s lenders and shareholders through pre-determined yields and 
rates of return. These points are explored in the following sections. 

 
HEATHROW’S FINANCIAL STATISTICS 
 
13. Annex A provides some of the key financial data for Heathrow for the year ended 31 December 

2016.  Heathrow’s EBITDA was £1.648 million on revenue of £2.786 million, i.e. a margin on 
revenue of 59%. Net of depreciation of £723 million the operating profit before interest and tax 
was £925 million i.e. a margin on revenue of 33%.  The average RAB in 2016 was £15.079 million 
and therefore the operating profit return on average RAB was 6.1%. The CAA’s regulatory 
forecast was 5.33%.     
 

14. The interest (and related charges) in 2016 was £520 million on net senior and junior debt of 
£11.908 million, i.e. a yield of 4.37% on average.  If the net debt is subtracted from the RAB of 
£15.237 million at 31 December 2016 then the resulting balance amounts to equity of £3.329 
million. The operating profit of £925 million less interest of £416 million (net of tax at 20%) 
results in a shareholder profit of £509 million which on an equity base of £3.329 million is a rate 
of return on equity of 15.3%.  The real return would be even higher if the actual interest cost 
were reduced to a real interest cost taking account of inflation. The high financial equity return 
illustrates the benefit to the shareholder of debt leverage (gearing).  
 

 
HEATHROW’S EXCESS PROFITS 
 
15. The principle suppliers in the aero chain (airlines and Heathrow, leaving aside for the moment 

the access suppliers) do not appear to agree on whether there are excess profits and if there are 
where they lie in the supply chain.  The academics are similarly at odds on this subject.  The CAA 
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has said it believes there is currently a scarcity rent due to demand exceeding Heathrow’s 
capacity, and we assume the CAA believes the resulting excess profits are being generated by 
the airlines and not by Heathrow because the latter is subject to the CAA’s regulation that aims 
to prevent Heathrow from generating excess profits. We examine the issue of excess profits in 
relation to Heathrow and then the airlines in the following sections. 

 
16. RHC’s view is that the current Q6 regulation extended to the end of 2019 allows Heathrow to 

make excess profits which it takes full advantage of.  The equity rate of return of over 15% per 
annum compares to the current yield on 15 year gilts of around 1.5%.  A risk premium of 13.5% 
is far in excess of the actual operating and financial risks to which Heathrow is exposed from its 
existing operations. 
 

17. In spite of the recession following 2008, Heathrow’s passenger numbers have grown in most 
years. Larger planes and increasing load factors enable Heathrow to increase passenger numbers 
to 95 million a year or more in future years.   
  

Heathrow stats Table 1 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Passengers (million) 66.9 65.9 65.7 69.4 70.0 72.3 73.4 75.0 75.7 

ATMs (thousand) 473 460 449 476 471 470 471 472 473 

Revenue (£ million)     2.22 2.47 2.69 2.76 2.80 

Profit EBITDA (£ million)     1.16 1.42 1.60 1.60 1.68 

  

The revenue and profit compound annual growth rates between 2012 and 2016 are respectively 
6.0% and 9.8%.    In a later section examining the NWR project, we calculate the net present 
value (NPV) of the Do-minimum option as £18bn compared to the average RAB value for 2016 
of £15 bn.  This is a premium of £3bn, which should not arise under the RAB regulation. 

 
18. Heathrow’s investor reports and the rating agencies (Fitch and Standard and Poor’s) and 

prospectuses for bond issuance are all bullish on Heathrow.  Research undertaken for the 
Airports Commission involved meetings with banks, shareholders and credit agencies – all of 
whom provided bullish statements on the airport.  The airlines voiced strong concern in 2014, as 
the Q6 aero charge was being settled, that the charge is too high.  This all supports our view that 
Heathrow generates excess profits supported by the CAA’s RAB regulation. 

 
19. On the following basis, we believe Heathrow’s actual regulatory operating (EBITDA) profit of 

£925 million in 2016 included excess profits of around £300 million. PWC in its appraisal for the 
Airports Commission suggested the interest spread to provide for the risk of expansion might be 
1.75%. If this were added to the gilt yield of 1.5% (risk free other than sovereign risk) then the 
current cost of new debt could be 3.25%. For the Do-minimum option without the expansion risk 
the cost might be, say 3% and this conservatively ignores the fact that the real cost of debt after 
inflation is probably less than 3%. It is true that Heathrow is handicapped with debt raised at 
historically higher interest rates but much of this matures and will need to be refinanced before 
long. We have further research to do but at this juncture we believe a reasonable real return on 
equity for an asset such as Heathrow might be 7% per annum. If one assumes 70% debt and 30% 
equity and 20% tax relief on interest then the weighted average cost of capital would be 3.8% 
compared to the actual regulatory rate of return of 6.1% in 2016.  

 
20. We suggest that Heathrow’s excess profits arise from a variety of sources as outlined in the 

following paragraphs. These are high retail return, low cost of debt, insufficient contribution to 
surface access costs and environmental costs and generally an over provision for risk. 
 

21. Retail revenue amounts to around 20% of Heathrow’s total income. The retail revenue in 2016 
of £580 million incurred costs of only £18 million (see Annex A). This is extremely high margin 
income.  We appreciate the income is net of 3rd party concession expenses. We do not know 
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what proportion of Heathrow’s RAB is used to support this income but high street retailers get 
by with much thinner margins and presumably similar asset requirements.  The RAB model 
applies a cost of capital that is far lower than the rate of return on the retail business suggested 
by these figures. Retailers at Heathrow have a captive market especially with regard to food and 
beverage so that the retail risk is relatively small compared to the aero account. We believe this 
situation results in a high risked marginal rate of return compared to the marginal weighted 
average cost of capital. We appreciate the RAB model offsets the aero charge with the retail 
income (single till approach) and one might think this neutralises the financial impact of the 
retail but the offset fails to take into account the costs and hence rate of return, which results in 
a substantial excess profit.  
 

22. We recommend that there be a separate profit centre for retail which accounts for revenue, 
operating costs, financing costs, assets, profit and rate of return. There needs to be increased 
transparency.  This does not preclude continuation of the single till approach for retail. 

 
23. Heathrow’s regulated cost of debt is based on a notional debt to equity ratio of 60% but the 

actual ratio is higher. Also the interest cost is based on historical interest yields but new debt is 
at much lower rates in today’s debt markets. These two factors leverage the equity return to 
high levels, which are further increased by tax relief on interest.   The regulatory model itself and 
the tax relief dampen the financial risks from high debt leverage (gearing). The result is that the 
rates of return on debt and especially on equity are high in relation to the costs of debt and 
equity capital (the result is excess profit).  

 
24. The costs of surface access are not fully included in Heathrow’s regulatory model.  We believe 

that not only does Heathrow receive increasing income from car parking but it does not 
contribute adequately to the cost of surface access.  The deficiencies in surface access provision 
result in road congestion which in turn leads to air pollution and inconvenience to passengers.  
We have gone into detail on the surface access issue in our response to the DfT on the draft NPS 
and we include here in Annex E an extract of our NPS response.   
 

25. Heathrow, in our view, is not meeting the environmental cost of its operations.  We have 
referred to the air pollution in the previous paragraph. But noise from aircraft affects a large 
number of Londoners and more could be done to reduce the noise. Heathrow has offered a 
package of at least £700 million to provide insulation should a third runway be built. This 
suggests Heathrow acknowledges the impact of noise but contributes far less than £700 million 
to reduce the existing noise problem. 

 
26. Our examination of Heathrow’s corporate cash flow between 2016 and 2015 is discussed later 

but it appears that the margin on sales is likely to increase from 59.2% in 2016 to 65% over the 
coming years, assuming the CAA’s current regulatory model.  We appreciate that Heathrow has 
ongoing core capital expenditure and a significant amount of replacement expenditure, even 
without developing a 3rd runway. But from our analysis, the aero charge in real terms (2016 
money) seemingly will rise from £22.35 per passenger in 2016 to £27.00 by 2028.  We believe 
this growth in aero charge will add to Heathrow’s excess profits. 

 
27. The airlines no doubt would support a reduction in Heathrow’s excess profits and it is in their 

interests to support better surface access. But they may be more reticent about Heathrow being 
required to incur additional environmental costs. Heathrow no doubt will oppose any pressure 
to reduce the aero charge or to incurring costs to mitigate the environmental impact of its 
operations. 
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28. We urge the CAA to reduce Heathrow’s excess profit by first including the environment costs 
we refer to above and we suggest a figure of at least £150 million a year. Any remaining excess 
profit should be eliminated through the RAB model bearing down on the aero charge. 

 
29. We regard the issue of excess profit as a major concern. Should the CAA be unable to tackle 

the problem of excess profit and under-provision for environmental costs then we believe the 
matter ought to be referred to the competition authorities and Heathrow’s economic licence 
to operate and the associated conditions should be reviewed.  
 

HEATHROW’S AIRLINE EXCESS PROFITS 
 

30. The CAA’s starting premise is that Heathrow is full and has been for several years and that 
therefore there is a scarcity rent due to a capacity constraint.  The CAA’s conclusion seems to be 
that the airlines can lower demand to match capacity by increasing fares with the support of 
suppressed demand.   It seems the CAA further concludes that the resulting excess profit accrues 
to the airlines because the CAA’s regulatory control over Heathrow, notwithstanding its 
monopoly power, prevents it from sharing in excess profits.   

 
31. We do not believe there is an overall scarcity rent or excess profits made by the airlines, as was 

explained in our response to the CAA’s January consultation. The airline responses to the 
consultation seem to agree when they argued their margins are wafer thin.  Evidence presented 
elsewhere suggests the high value of slot transfers demonstrates there is a scarcity rent. But the 
benefit to a legacy airline from acquiring a pair of slots accrues not just from those slots but also 
from the high incremental profit of transfer traffic on other network slots. The actual profit per 
passenger is less than it might seem. We do not think the slot transfer price proves there is a 
scarcity rent. 

 
32. Competition at Heathrow between the airlines and between services available at other airports 

we believe prevents Heathrow’s fares rising to produce a scarcity rent.  Low cost carriers at 
London’s four other airports provide competition and greater connectivity for short haul flights. 
Annex A provides an analysis of Heathrow’s passengers in 2016. European passengers numbered 
31.7 million out of £75.7 million. Heathrow’s higher cost legacy airlines with substantial 
networks attract short haul passengers as transfers.  We do not have all the detail, but we 
suspect the long haul market in effect subsidises the transfers.  The transfers are also supported 
by their exemption from Air Passenger Duty and Heathrow’s discounted aero charges for 
transfer passengers.  Regional airports also provide competition in the short haul market.  
Furthermore, we believe the short haul market and particularly the leisure segment is price 
elastic and that although London provides a huge O&D market that could afford higher fares, 
generally speaking people will not pay higher fares in the short haul market. 

 
33. The long haul market segment does give the Heathrow airlines an advantage over low cost 

carriers for several reasons. Long haul cannot avail of the same operational efficiencies as short 
haul.  However, this barrier is increasingly being broken by airlines such as Norwegian and others 
that are introducing low cost long haul routes.  The legacy airlines have somewhat of a hold on 
long haul networks but there are signs this is being broken by low cost carries entering into 
agreements with long haul carriers at Gatwick and elsewhere.  Even if the airlines do generate 
some scarcity rent from the long haul market segment we believe this is traded away on the 
transfer segment. 
 

34. The transfer market segment is important to the Heathrow airlines because in effect it increases 
their catchment area and feeds the long haul routes with passengers. As we have said on many 
occasions (for example in our response to the draft NPS) the transfer business provides little 
economic value to the UK as a whole.  Our analysis has shown that just 2% of Heathrow’s 
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international-to-international transfers are on long haul low frequency routes. Only 7 of the 44 
such routes have any transfers.  So transfers do not provide much support for making low 
frequency flights viable but they do add frequency to the most popular high frequency routes. 
Heathrow’s international-to-international transfers amount to around 30% of Heathrow’s 
passenger numbers (note the passengers are counted twice). Increasing competition from other 
hubs in the middle-east and hubs such as Schipol provide competition for the high elastic price 
sensitive transfer market. We do not believe the airlines accrue a scarcity rent from transfers at 
Heathrow. 

 
35. Besides the question of competition and price elasticity there is a fallacy over Heathrow’s 

capacity and use.  In Table 1 above, it can be seen how passenger numbers at Heathrow 
continue to rise each year. There is wide consensus that Heathrow has runway capacity for over 
95 million passengers a year compared to current use of around 76 million.  The average aircraft 
load is currently around 160 passengers which it is widely acknowledged is likely to increase to 
over 200 passengers per flight. The load factor (passengers per available seat) is around 74% and 
is increasing.  Heathrow has said they intend to add 25, 000 more flights without resilience 
deteriorating.  
 

36. We also argue that were the APD exemption to be removed from transfer passenger fares then 
the number of transfer passengers would be reduced and provide capacity for terminating 
passengers to the benefit of the UK as a whole.   In 2011 for example there were just 51.6 million 
terminating passengers a year using Heathrow compared to runway capacity of 95 million. 
 

37. Examination of the demand figures produced by the Airports Commission does not reveal any 
substantial suppressed demand that might be expected to arise if capacity were a constraint. 
Suppressed demand means either that prospective passengers use other airports instead of 
Heathrow or that they decide not to fly. Examination of the passenger numbers across the UK 
and at individual airports once a 3rd runway is opened does not show a surge of demand flowing 
back to Heathrow from other airports, though Heathrow expansion does reduce growth at other 
UK airports over the longer term.  The greatest impact is on transfer passengers which reduce to 
an estimated 8 million out of 94 million in 2050 in the Do-minimum option but grow to 30 
million out of 135 million in the NWR expansion option (50% of a 3rd runway’s capacity).   
 

38. Were a scarcity rent to exist it does not necessarily translate into excess profit.  If the costs are 
high any such rent may be extinguished.  Heathrow is the world’s most expensive major airport. 
According to the Airports Commission, Heathrow’s aeronautical charges to airlines were around 
£22.53 per passenger in 2014 rising to £31.23 in 2035 with expansion.  This compares to around 
£9 at Gatwick, £12 at Schipol, £8 at Dublin and Manchester and £11 at New York JFK, for 
example.    
 

39. In summary, we do not believe the capacity constraint said to exist at Heathrow does actually 
exist in a form that enables airlines to generate a scarcity rent. Moreover, the competition from 
airlines at other airports and the price elasticity of demand is more than capable of preventing a 
scarcity rent.  The airlines themselves are adamant they do not generate excess profit.  The 
significance of this conclusion is that there is not any excess profit generated by the airlines that 
can absorb higher aero charges resulting from expansion of Heathrow. Higher charges can only 
be passed through to passengers and freight owners. 
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HEATHROW’S SURFACE ACCESS 
 
40. The bottom stage of the passenger supply chain is the surface access. We have gone into detail 

on the surface access issue in our response to the DfT on the draft NPS and we include here in 
Annex E an extract of our NPS response.  Heathrow’s surface access is already inadequate and 
contributing to road congestion and air pollution.  In 2011 according to the Airports Commission 
there were 52 million terminating passengers at Heathrow of which 21 million used public 
transport and 31 million used the roads.  In addition there are staff and freight users. The 
number of terminating passengers and road users accessing Heathrow is likely to rise even 
without a 3rd runway.  Air pollution (NOX) concentration around Heathrow is already in breach of 
statutory limit values. 
 

41. The issues raised by surface access fall to several organisations, including Heathrow, the London 
Mayor, TfL, Highways England, Network Rail and local authorities.  There has been a distinct lack 
of co-ordination in tackling current and future problems of access to Heathrow.  The Airports 
Commission, late in its appraisal process, prepared some proposals but was both judge and jury. 
There are no firm estimates for how access might be improved, what the cost might be and how 
those costs might be shared between stakeholders.  
 

42. There are no consolidated figures that we have been able to find that account for Heathrow’s 
surface access or plan for its future.  In the NWR option discussed later, Heathrow estimated its 
share of future access costs as less than £2bn but the Airports Commission estimated the costs 
as £5.7bn. TfL and others, including ourselves, have estimated much higher costs with some 
scenarios suggesting over £15bn.  
 

43. Heathrow itself accounts for its share of Heathrow Express and airside car parking – both of 
which are included in the CAA RAB model.  We recommend consideration being given to 
establishing an organisation to oversee all of Heathrow’s surface access which would include 
Heathrow Express and car parking.  As with our retail recommendation, we recommend that 
there be a separate profit centre for surface access which accounts for revenue, operating costs, 
financing costs, assets, profit and rate of return. There needs to be increased transparency.  This 
does not preclude continuation of the single till approach for surface access. 
 

44. Firm proposals for surface access need to be published without further delay. 
 
 

HEATHROW’S NORTH WEST RUNWAY (NWR) EXPANSION 
 
45. In this section we examine Heathrow’s corporate financial outcome from the NWR option. It is 

important to look at the incremental outcome and not just the outcome from an expanded 
Heathrow in total. 
 

46. The CAA’s argument seems to suggest that if the capacity constraint were removed by 
Heathrow’s NWR expansion, there is sufficient competition in the airline market and sufficient 
suppressed demand to result in reduced fares and more passengers. Furthermore, there will be 
capacity for subsequent growth. These factors thereby result in a consumer surplus which is a 
principal CAA statutory objective.  We questioned the impact of scarcity rent and Heathrow’s 
capacity constraint on the existing business in the previous section on airline excess profits and 
we further extend our concerns to the NWR expansion. 

 
47. Lower fares potentially result in a producer loss (the producer being the airlines and Heathrow 

and in turn their shareholders and lenders) and in turn the tax payer.  But this is only part of the 
story because the producer loss will depend on the incremental profit or loss from the 
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expansion, i.e. the incremental revenue less the incremental costs and even if there were higher 
fares there still could be a producer loss.    

 
48. The airlines have every reason to believe, as expressed in their responses to the January 

consultation, that Heathrow’s expansion will be too expensive and that they will bear the 
burden rather than the passengers or Heathrow.   
 

49. We have examined the incremental outcome of the NWR option by comparing the Do-minimum 
and NWR options.  The cash flows have been modelled for each option over the years from 2016 
to 2050, initially in money of the day terms (mod) and then deflated to produce the cash flows in 
real terms (2016 prices). The increment is derived by subtracting the Do-minimum option from 
the NWR option. We have modelled two scenarios: the first is where the NWR option aero 
charges are set to match those in the Do-minimum option.  The second scenario increases the 
aero charges from the time of first flight in 2026 to a level that sustains Heathrow’s economic 
value to that derived from the Do-minimum option, i.e. the increment breaks even. 
 

50. The first scenario, where aero charges match those of the Do-minimum option, results in a 
substantial incremental loss in value to Heathrow’s shareholders of at least £12bn (NPV), which 
approximates most of the debt and equity of Heathrow and clearly is untenable. It cannot be 
imagined that the shareholders would wish to proceed with the NWR option under these 
circumstances.  Heathrow’s value drops from £18bn to £6bn. While arguably the business is still 
viable given the positive value of £6bn, it seems very unlikely the shareholders would wish to 
impair the existing business in such a way.  Immediately on committing to the expansion the 
balance sheet account would have to be written down. It is hard to imagine the banks and bond 
investors would allow this deterioration in their credit risk. The debt security conditions would 
be triggered thus potentially placing Heathrow into administration.  
 

51. Annex F lists the current shareholders of Heathrow and their equity interests.  We believe some 
of these are not established to take on the development and financial risks of substantial loss 
that may arise from Heathrow expansion. 

 
52. The second scenario increases the aero charge from first flight in 2026 to a level that just 

eliminates the incremental loss to shareholders. Heathrow thus retains its Do-minimum value. 
To achieve this outcome the aero charge has to increase by 38% from a peak of £27.30 per 
passenger in the Do-minimum option to £37.67 in the NWR option starting in 2026. The figures 
are in real terms (2016 prices). These results are not dissimilar from those estimated by the 
Airports Commission (i.e. £31.23 in 2035) after adjusting from 2014 to 2016 money and 
including surface access costs. Willie Walsh, CEO of IAG, has suggested the aero charge might 
rise to £40. We have not included the environmental costs referred to earlier, and therefore in 
practice the charge is likely to be higher still. Heathrow have offered over £2bn to meet such 
costs including compensation for loss of homes and these have not been included. As argued 
earlier, the airlines do not have any excess profits to absorb this increase in aero charge, which 
therefore would have to be passed on to passengers and freight owners.  Given the competition 
and price elasticity of the market, it seems likely that demand for Heathrow’s services would be 
seriously depressed. This again raises a big question as to whether the shareholders and lenders 
would be willing to commit to the risk.  We think probably not. 
 

53. We note that the aero charge of £27.30 in the first scenario is still higher than today (e.g. £22.35 
in 2016) and an estimated £24.56 in 2025 - the last year before first flight. We understand the 
Government and the airlines seek no increase in aero charge from today as a result of the NWR 
option. One of the airlines in responding to the January consultation sought a reduction in 
charge.  We do not think pre-loading the charge before first flight would be acceptable to the 
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airlines or fair to passengers and in any event would reduce the peak charge only marginally. The 
following chart shows the projected aero charge for the two scenarios. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
54. If there is to be an NWR expansion then it seems that it would have to be at a significantly lower 

capital cost.  We have not yet had time to assess what that might be but at the moment the 
model’s capital costs in mod terms (2016 money terms in brackets) amount to £86bn (£55.6bn) 
from 2016 to 2050. This comprises £24.6bn (£18.9bn) for the NWR scheme, £21.7bn (£14.3bn) 
for core capex, £31.1bn (£16.3bn) for asset replacement and £7.5bn (£6.0bn) for surface access.  
Deferring some of the investment may benefit the financial returns and if demand is exposed to 
high aero charges a more prudent build-up of flights might be advisable anyway. There is a risk 
that corners would be cut and the service level would suffer.  Whether the reduced cost scheme 
would result in an efficient allocation of resources is questionable. 
 

55. We have referred to demand risk arising from higher aero charges. We believe there is also the 
possibility that airspace and noise restrictions may cap the number of flights to 700,000 instead 
of 740,000 currently planned.  Resilience might be improved thus benefiting passengers and the 
development scope and costs might be reduced. 
 

56. The source of the figures for the cash flows is primarily from the PWC reports to the Airports 
Commission in 2014.  The PWC estimates were from 2014 to 2050 so we have updated 2016 
estimates to actuals and rebased the real values to 2016 instead of 2014. The 2017 figures are 
slightly anomalous because we have had to bridge the actuals for 2016 with the PWC estimates 
for 2018 but any anomalies should have little impact on the overall outcomes from 2016 to 
2050. We have used PWC’s Base Case demand forecasts, operating costs and capital expenditure 
except for surface access which we have added.  Given the lack of public transport access 
capacity (even including planned increases) we doubt the surface access costs would be 
sufficient. TfL estimates costs exceeding £15bn in some scenarios. We have discounted the mod 
values by 7% and the real values by 5% to produce the NPV values in 2016.  Escalation rates are 
those proposed by PWC. 

 
57. The cash flows are shown in 4 Annexes plus a summary: 

Annex B1:   NWR Aero charge equals Do-minimum charge  MOD 
Annex B2: “ “ “ “ “  Real 2016 prices 
Annex C1:   NWR Aero charge increased by 38% from 2026 MOD 
Annex C2:    “ “ “ “ “  Real 2016 prices 
Annex D:     Summary  
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58. NWR Aero charge equals Do-minimum charge.  Annex D col (a) line 40 shows the incremental 
NPV shareholder value from the NWR expansion as a loss of £12.2bn in MOD terms. The 
undiscounted incremental loss is less at £8.9bn. The incremental NPV loss is the difference 
between the Values of Heathrow with NWR, i.e. £5.8bn (col (a) line 27) and Heathrow Do-
minimum, i.e. £18.0bn (col (a) line 14).  The details are shown in Annex B1.   Annex D col (c) 
shows the results in real terms. The shareholder loss is £10.8bn.   The details are shown in Annex 
B2.   
 

59. NWR Aero charge increased by 38% from 2026. Annex D col (e) line 40 shows the incremental 
NPV shareholder value from the NWR expansion as a gain of £0.5bn in MOD terms. The 
undiscounted incremental gain is £53.6bn. The incremental NPV gain is the difference between 
the Values of Heathrow with NWR, i.e. £18.5bn (col (e) line 27) and Heathrow Do-minimum, i.e. 
£18.0bn (col (e) line 14).  The details are shown in Annex C1.   Annex D col (h) shows the results 
in real terms. The shareholder loss is £0.4bn.   The details are shown in Annex C2. The relatively 
small gain in MOD terms is balanced by a similar loss in real terms. We suggest this 
approximates breakeven. 
 

60. Given the assessment presented above we urge the CAA to consider the financial outcomes 
and whether the several stakeholders can expect fair and reasonable participation in the NWR 
proposal which at the moment appears to be decidedly unviable financially. 
 

61. If the NWR expansion were to go ahead, it is important that the excess profits generated by 
the existing airport should not continue with an expanded Heathrow. Furthermore, it is 
important the environmental costs are mitigated by Heathrow.  In our response to the DfT on 
the draft NPS we raised concerns at the harm caused by Heathrow to the UK aviation market 
as a whole. Very nearly all UK airports would experience a reduction in growth and local 
economies would suffer. This outcome is based on evidence in the Airports Commission’s 
report. We are not sure how but we believe consideration should be given to Heathrow 
compensating other airports for the harm caused as a result of its market dominance. 
 

62. Given the excess profits earned to date by the current shareholders of Heathrow, which 
profits have been distributed as dividends, we believe it would be appropriate to limit and 
possibly avoid any running yield to shareholders during construction of a 3rd runway. 

 
63. It is essential that Government give water tight assurance that it will not in any way support 

financially the NWR expansion. HAL is a private company.  This means the Government should 
not provide financial assistance through subsidies, guarantees or contingent liabilities and will 
not provide special tax treatment. There is a sense the industry is expecting that eventually 
Government will come to its rescue. This idea needs to be quashed firmly and without delay. 

  
WIDER ECONOMICS OF HEATHROW NWR EXPANSION 
 
64. The results of the corporate business model illustrated here are mirrored by the Airports 

Commission’s WebTag wider economics.  In our response to the DfT on the draft NPS we 
showed how the wider economic value to the UK of the NWR expansion option was likely to 
exceed a net present value loss of £15 bn in the carbon capped scenario and a loss of between 
£5bn and £10bn in the carbon traded scenario. These figures were based on the Airports 
Commission evidence updated by the DfT in it publications in October 2016. 

 
65. One particular issue that does not fall within the RAB model and is not included in our WebTag 

assessment is the tax foregone by the aviation industry. On other occasions we have argued that 
aviation is under taxed.  Government receipts from APD represent around 25% of the tax 
exemption the industry receives on fuel duty and VAT. The APD yield in 2012/13 was £2.8bn.  
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Tax, including APD and corporation tax are disproportionately low compared to other sectors of 
the economy, as was examined in our report to the Airports Commission in July 2013 on Long 
Term Proposals, which is on the RHC website.  We believe that the tax payer is already 
subsidising Heathrow and the airlines and that demand is artificially increased as a result.   
 

Chapter 2 Regulatory Framework 
 The Regulatory asset base (RAB) and regulatory depreciation, 

 Alternative delivery mechanisms,  

 Single till. 
 
CAA Questions: 

any further steps we could reasonably take to facilitate (rather than mandate) the use of 
alternative delivery arrangements, and how comfort could be provided by promoters of any such 
arrangements to demonstrate that they would clearly be in the interests of all consumers. 

RHC Response: 

66. In paras 21 and 43 we recommended retail and surface access accounting be given greater 
clarity and in the case of surface access we recommended consideration be given to establishing 
a separate organisation to focus on Heathrow’s surface access. 
 

67. In answer to the question about Heathrow sharing responsibility for development through joint 
ventures, bi-lateral contracts etc. we believe that only one body should have overall 
responsibility for development and that should be Heathrow. Joint ventures work in other 
industries such as the oil industry but they are headed up by one oil company – the operator.  
The others share in the decision making and crucially the internal audits of the operator. 
 

68. We recommend that the airline economics and surface access economics be better integrated 
with Heathrow’s economics in the regulatory process.  We are not suggesting the airlines or 
surface access be regulated. 

whether there are any further safeguards (for example in relation to any particular commercial 
arrangements) that should be built into the regulatory regime to ensure that the boundary of the 
single till remains appropriate and sufficiently protects the interests of consumers?   
 
RHC Response: 

69. While we understand the intention is to combine the NWR scheme with the existing business it 
is important that the accounts accurately allocate costs and expenses to the relevant account, 
which includes the need for allocation and apportionment of overhead and joint expenditure.  
 

Chapter 3 Incentives 
 Incentivising timely delivery, outcomes and resilience 

 Duration of the price control and long term commitments 

 Reopening the price control 
 
CAA Questions: 

we consider that the key regulatory incentives for HAL are those associated with (i) capital 
efficiency; (ii) the cost of debt finance; (iii) operating expenditure; (iv) commercial revenues; (v) 
service quality (including resilience); and (vi) passenger traffic volumes? Do stakeholders agree? Are 
other incentives equally important?  
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RHC Response: 

70. Broadly we agree with the scope of the incentives listed.  We believe timely delivery of 
development should be added to the list. 

how should we ensure that we have the best forecasts of operational expenditure, commercial 
revenues and passenger traffic volumes to support our assessment of affordability and financeability 
later this year and, in due course, to help set the price control?  

RHC Response: 

71. The forecasts should be based on historical evidence and sound assumptions for the projections.  
Sensitivity analysis and assessment of risk and its mitigation are essential.  
 

72. We are not sufficiently familiar with the RAB process details to comment on the merits or 
otherwise of the ex ante and ex post tools. 
 

73. In providing for expansion we believe it is essential to have a firm definition of the project scope 
and total cost to complete and well developed processes for creating and then releasing 
contingencies. 
 

74. It is important for Heathrow to be clear on which if any contracts are fixed price so as to provide 
a clear understanding of who bears the risks. 
 

75. We are not clear what controls there are at Heathrow in seeking productivity but this is 
important to the long term viability of the airport. 

we consider that our starting point should be to retain the existing incentives for efficiency for 
operational expenditure and commercial revenues. Do stakeholders consider that this is appropriate?  

we consider that is reasonable to look again at the incentives we adopt for passenger traffic 
volumes (in particular, for price control period H8, following the opening of new capacity) and debt 
interest costs. Do stakeholders agree with this approach?  

RHC Response: 

76. We have commented at some length on the subject of suppressed demand and scarcity rent and 
also the price elasticity of demand. It is important to recognise passenger demand is segmented 
each with different characteristics. 
 

77. Heathrow has historic debt at relatively high interest rates. Incentives to replace this with lower 
cost debt and prepare to finance expansion before rates rise would seem prudent. 
 

78. We urge the CAA to consider the question of international-to-international transfers and 
whether capacity would not be better used by terminating passengers and support of these 
transfers by the RAB regulation and tax exemption being withdrawn. 

should we develop a new licence condition for HAL further to incentivise its development and 
maintenance of an efficient and resilient airport?  
 
RHC Response: 

79. Ref para 3.28 of the consultation, we support Heathrow’s licence being strengthened to commit 
Heathrow to timely, efficient outcomes. 
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Chapter 4 Costs: Incentives and efficiency assessment 
 Operating expenditure 

 Capital expenditure 

 Procurement 

 Early stage construction costs (“early Category C” costs) 

CAAQuestions:                                                                                                                                                        
what steps should we take to ensure that we have the best forecasts of costs to inform the setting of 
price control incentives, for our assessment of affordability and financeability and to develop better 
incentives for efficiency?  

RHC Response: 

80. Companies engaged in large capital expenditure projects (for example mining and oil companies) 
generally speaking rely more on cash flow assessment than accounting based assessment to plan 
and monitor performance.  We are not suggesting the depreciation approach is redundant but 
that in some way cash flows should form part of the regulatory control of Heathrow.  Straight-
line depreciation does not well match the expansion spend or replacement spend of Heathrow. 

how should early stage construction costs be treated in the existing capital expenditure governance 
process and are there additional steps we should take to provide appropriate incentives for 
efficiency? 
 
RHC Response: 

81. We do not support development assets being included in the aero charge before use of those 
assets and preferably the subsequent charge should only be increased in relation to the use, i.e. 
number of passengers. Heathrow should take the risk on these types of cost and it is not fair to 
passengers to pre-load the charges. 
 

82. We do not support Category B costs (costs associated with obtaining planning permission) and 
Category C costs (early development costs such as for home purchase) being included in the 
aero charge until first flight.  Heathrow should take the risk on these types of cost and it is not 
fair to passengers. 
 

83. We do not support financing costs for the expansion being capitalised ahead of first flight and 
thereby being included in the aero charge pre- first flight. Heathrow should take the risk on 
these types of cost and it is not fair to passengers. 

Chapter 5 Affordability and Financeability 
 Affordability 

 Financeability and cost of capital 

 Assessing financeability 

 Financial robustness and ring fencing 

 Different measures of Inflation 
 
CAA Questions: 

what are the advantages and disadvantages of our previous approach to assessing financeability 
(which focused on metrics attractive to providers of investment grade debt finance), and how might 
these be best adapted to the circumstances of capacity expansion?  

how can HAL best demonstrate to stakeholders that its proposals for financing capacity expansion 
provide appropriate assurance with respect to financial stability and resilience?  
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RHC Response: 

84. Given the excess profits earned by shareholders over recent years and the need for capital to 
expand Heathrow we do not support a running yield during development of the NWR option. 

do stakeholders support our initial thinking on maintaining RPI indexation of the RAB while 
remaining open minded on whether the form of the price control should be in relation to CPI or RPI 
(i.e. CPI+/-X or RPI+/-X?)  
 
RHC Response: 

85. On balance we suggest the RAB regulation stick with RPI. In practice many of the costs inflate at 
different rates and these should be used rather than an overall rate.  Debt and equity can 
usefully be planned using RPI. 

 
RHC General responses: 
 
86. Given the harm caused by Heathrow expansion to the growth at other UK airports we 

recommend some form of compensation being levied on Heathrow. 
 

87. Earlier we referred to the excess profits we believe Heathrow has been generating and we urge 
the CAA to remove these excess profits without delay. 
 

88. Earlier we referred to environmental costs and we urge the CAA to require Heathrow to increase 
its contribution to environmental costs. 
 

89. We do not think the aviation industry is paying a fair share of tax and that this needs to be 
recognised. 

Chapter 6 Surface Access 
 CAA surface access policy 

 Government policy 

 Recent development 
 
CAA Question: 
Views are invited on any matters relating to our policy for allowing surface access costs and in 
particular on whether our policy remains robust and fit for purpose in the circumstances of capacity 
expansion at Heathrow.  
 
RHC Response: 

90. Please see our responses in paras 40 to 44. 
 

Chapter 7 Timetable and the Extension of the price control 
 Time table for developing the regulatory framework  assuming 1 year extension of Q6 

 
CAA Question: 
Views are invited on any matters relating to the timetable for setting the next HAL price control and 
the further extension of the existing price control. In particular, we would welcome views on how 
consumers’ interests are best served in setting the terms of the price caps that will apply in the 
additional 12 month period (i.e. 2020) and our general approach to a possible extension beyond that 
time.  
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RHC Response: 

91. Please see our responses in paras 9, 29, 44 and 63. 
 

92. We believe that a 5 year RAB periods work for the existing business but that in some way a 
longer term approach needs to be included where the development and its success runs at least 
until financial payback is achieved. 

 

Contact details: 
Peter Willan   BSc Eng(Hons), MBA, ARSM, FCMA, FEI, HonRCM 
Chair, Richmond Heathrow Campaign 
Email: willan829@btinternet.com 

 
www.richmondheathrowcampaign.com 
September 2017 

mailto:willan829@btinternet.com
http://www.richmondheathrowcampaign.com/


Revenue

Operating Costs

ANNEX A
Heathrow Regulatory Accounts Year ended 31 December 2016File: Regulation

19-Sep-17

RAB

£ million%£ million

Airport Charges:
14,921Opening RAB 1/1/1644.2%1,231Departing passenger charges

668Additions in year capex14.2%397Landing charges

-723Assumed ordinary depreciation2.3%64Aircraft parking charges

371Indexation at 31/12/160.3%7Non-passenger flights

15,237Closing RAB 31/12/16 (x)61.0%1,699Total Aero Revenue
Retail:

15,079Average RAB5.0%138Duty and tax free

4.1%115Airside specialist shops

6.1%Return on average RAB1.8%50Bureau de change

1.8%50Catering

'000Heathrow Passengers:4.1%113Other retail revenue

4,650UK16.7%466Retail income before parking

31,738Europe4.1%114Car parking

17,188North America-0.6%-18Retail expenditure

10,774Asia Pacific20.2%562Net retail income
6,975Middle East

3,164Africa4.1%115Property

1,226Latin America

75,7154.7%130Baggage check-in

3.7%102Other regulated charges

£22.35Airport charges per passenger4.8%134Rail

£7.42Net retail income per passenger1.6%44Other 

39.0%1,087Total Non-Aero Revenue
100.0%2,786Total Revenue

Statutory Accounting Statement Heathrow (SP) 
£ million

2,807Revenue£ million

1,682EBITDAStaff:

1,302Adjusted Cash Flow (y)142Security

97Other operational

10,828Senior debt (a)112Non operational

1,740Junior debt (b)71Pension

-660Cash & cash equivalents (c)422

11,908Consolidated net debt (d)174Maintenance & Equipment

14Rent

66.7%Senior Regulatory Asset Ratio (a+c)/x132Rates

78.2%Junior Regulatory Asset Ratio (d/x)75Utilities

321Other 

£ millionInterest & charges:1,138Total Operational

417Senior debt (e)

103Junior debt (f)723Depreciation

Yield:1,861Total expenditure

3.9%Senior debt

5.9%Junior debt£ million

925Regulatory operating profit

3.1Senior Debt Interest Cover (y/e)1,648Regulatory EBITDA

2.5Junior Debt Interest Cover (y/(e+f)

Prepared by P Willan 15/9/17.     Source: Regulatory A/cs 2016 and Heathrow Investor report June 2017



Nominal (money of the day)BASE CASE: NWR aero charge equals Do Minimum areo chargeFile: Heathrow/AC Final/Viability/P Analysis

ANNEX B 1Do Minimum OptionNominal (money of the day)£ millioncost of cap17-Sep-17

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432107.0%Prepared by P Willan RHC

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

95.895.194.593.893.292.591.991.290.690.089.388.788.187.586.986.385.785.184.583.983.382.782.281.681.080.579.979.478.878.377.777.276.676.175.72,986Passengers million

74.5872.4170.3068.2566.2764.3462.4660.6458.8857.1655.5053.8852.3150.7949.3147.8746.4845.1243.8142.5341.2940.0938.9235.7633.0032.0431.1130.2029.3226.4224.8423.8823.7523.4922.35Aero charge nominal money

27.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3025.8324.5624.5624.5624.5624.5622.7922.0721.8622.3822.8022.35Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

7,1456,8886,6416,4036,1735,9525,7385,5335,3345,1434,9584,7804,6094,4434,2844,1303,9823,8393,7023,5693,4413,3173,1982,9182,6742,5782,4862,3972,3112,0671,9311,8431,8201,7881,699139,71638,999Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

2,2372,1962,1662,1332,0862,0452,0011,9511,9031,8671,8361,8031,7591,7111,6721,6421,6051,5621,5281,5031,4721,4221,3851,3541,3291,3001,2641,2281,1981,1711,1401,1081,0851,0561,08755,80717,776Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

9,3819,0848,8088,5368,2607,9977,7397,4837,2377,0106,7946,5836,3676,1545,9565,7735,5885,4015,2305,0724,9134,7394,5834,2724,0033,8793,7503,6253,5093,2383,0712,9512,9052,8452,786195,52356,775Revenue total

Operating costs:

3,3463,2393,1433,0592,9572,8632,7702,6752,5792,4952,4182,3452,2692,1882,1132,0491,9871,9231,8671,8041,7611,6221,5721,5261,4851,4451,4001,3421,3031,2681,2321,1931,1591,1391,13870,67520,972Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

3,3463,2393,1433,0592,9572,8632,7702,6752,5792,4952,4182,3452,2692,1882,1132,0491,9871,9231,8671,8041,7611,6221,5721,5261,4851,4451,4001,3421,3031,2681,2321,1931,1591,1391,13870,67520,972Operating costs total

6,0355,8455,6655,4775,3035,1344,9694,8084,6584,5154,3764,2394,0983,9663,8433,7243,6003,4783,3623,2673,1523,1173,0112,7462,5182,4342,3502,2832,2061,9711,8381,7581,7451,7061,648124,84735,803Operating Surplus

64.3%64.3%64.3%64.2%64.2%64.2%64.2%64.3%64.4%64.4%64.4%64.4%64.4%64.4%64.5%64.5%64.4%64.4%64.3%64.4%64.1%65.8%65.7%64.3%62.9%62.7%62.7%63.0%62.9%60.9%59.9%59.6%60.1%60.0%59.2%63.9%       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

0000000000000000000000000000000000000NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

0000000000000000000275561,6151,8141,5859188962,0162,9703,0092,2331,15511330231018,96910,335Core capex 3.5%pa esc

1,2051,1601,1251,1031,0561,01797893488885282479776772969667465361959457455953150648446745343141039137636134261359371324,4787,487Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Surface Access

1,2051,1601,1251,1031,0561,0179789348888528247977677296966746536195946011,1152,1462,3202,0691,3861,3492,4473,3803,4002,6101,51545564361572343,44717,822Capital expenditure total

4,8314,6844,5404,3744,2474,1173,9913,8743,7703,6633,5513,4413,3313,2373,1473,0502,9472,8582,7692,6672,0379706916771,1331,084-96-1,098-1,194-6393231,3031,1031,09192581,40017,981Cash Flow before interest and tax

NWR OptionNominal (money of the day)£ millioncost of cap

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432107.0%

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

134.9133.5133.7132.6133.2131.5132.2131.4129.8128.5127.9125.8123.8121.6120.2118.1116.2113.7112.9110.7109.3106.2103.299.691.780.579.979.478.878.377.777.276.676.175.73,802Passengers million

74.5872.4170.3068.2566.2764.3462.4660.6458.8857.1655.5053.8852.3150.7949.3147.8746.4845.1243.8142.5341.2940.0938.9235.7633.0032.0431.1130.2029.3226.4224.8423.8823.7523.4922.351.00Aero charge nominal money

27.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3025.8324.5624.5624.5624.5624.5622.7922.0721.8622.3822.8022.35Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

10,0659,6699,3999,0498,8288,4618,2557,9707,6437,3467,0976,7776,4756,1735,9255,6545,4035,1294,9454,7104,5124,2564,0193,5623,0262,5782,4862,3972,3112,0671,9311,8431,8201,7881,699185,26547,739Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

2,7662,7092,6582,6092,5592,5072,4652,4092,3502,2982,2452,1872,1252,0662,0111,9481,8911,8391,7931,7421,6891,6351,5791,4941,3911,3001,2641,2281,1981,1711,1401,1081,0851,0561,08764,60319,512Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

12,83112,37812,05711,65811,38710,96810,72010,3799,9939,6449,3428,9648,6008,2397,9367,6027,2946,9686,7386,4526,2015,8915,5985,0564,4173,8793,7503,6253,5093,2383,0712,9512,9052,8452,786249,86867,251Revenue total

Operating costs:

4,6784,5174,3794,2324,1093,9653,8503,7263,5963,4743,3623,2393,1232,9942,8902,6942,5982,5092,4332,3532,2522,1512,0731,8341,7341,4451,4001,3421,3031,2681,2321,1931,1591,1391,13891,38325,040Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

4,6784,5174,3794,2324,1093,9653,8503,7263,5963,4743,3623,2393,1232,9942,8902,6942,5982,5092,4332,3532,2522,1512,0731,8341,7341,4451,4001,3421,3031,2681,2321,1931,1591,1391,13891,38325,040Operating costs total

8,1537,8617,6787,4267,2787,0036,8706,6536,3976,1705,9805,7255,4775,2455,0464,9084,6964,4594,3054,0993,9493,7403,5253,2222,6832,4342,3502,2832,2061,9711,8381,7581,7451,7061,648158,48442,211Operating Surplus

63.5%63.5%63.7%63.7%63.9%63.8%64.1%64.1%64.0%64.0%64.0%63.9%63.7%63.7%63.6%64.6%64.4%64.0%63.9%63.5%63.7%63.5%63.0%63.7%60.7%62.7%62.7%63.0%62.9%60.9%59.9%59.6%60.1%60.0%59.2%63.4%       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

000000000000000497169331172931351,4652,0394,8175,0224,3322,9352,02998047400024,62613,746NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

000000000000005831,4601,9621,8691,0962128451,2591,8472,0432,0362,0231,6401,00477558627711330231021,6939,183Core capex 3.5%pa esc

1,7571,6791,6251,5571,5111,4421,4001,3441,2831,2281,1801,1221,0671,01296691887382579175071567163158852345043041238837536234561359371332,1398,920Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

00000000000000000000000001,0001,0001,5001,5001,5001,00000007,5004,572Surface Access

1,7571,6791,6251,5571,5111,4421,4001,3441,2831,2281,1801,1221,0671,0121,5492,4272,9062,7631,9209731,6322,0232,6134,0964,5988,2908,0927,2485,5984,4902,61993264361572385,95736,421Capital expenditure total

6,3966,1826,0535,8695,7675,5615,4705,3095,1144,9424,8004,6034,4104,2333,4972,4811,7901,6962,3853,1262,3171,717912-874-1,915-5,856-5,742-4,965-3,392-2,519-7818261,1021,09192572,5275,790Cash Flow before interest and tax

INCREMENT - NWR Option minus Do Minimum OptionNominal (money of the day)£ millioncost of cap

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432107.0%

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

39.238.439.238.840.139.040.340.239.238.538.537.135.734.133.331.830.628.628.426.825.923.421.118.010.70.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0817Passengers million

0.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.00Aero charge nominal money

0.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.00Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

2,9202,7802,7572,6462,6552,5092,5172,4372,3092,2032,1391,9961,8661,7301,6411,5241,4211,2891,2431,1411,071939820644352000000000045,5498,740Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

5295134924764734624644584474314093843663553393062862772652392172131941406200000000008,7961,736Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

3,4493,2943,2493,1223,1272,9712,9812,8952,7552,6342,5482,3802,2322,0851,9791,8291,7061,5671,5081,3801,2881,1521,014784414000000000054,34510,476Revenue total

Operating costs:

1,3321,2781,2361,1731,1521,1021,0801,0511,017979944894854806777645611586566549491529501308249000000000020,7084,068Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

1,3321,2781,2361,1731,1521,1021,0801,0511,017979944894854806777645611586566549491529501308249000000000020,7084,068Operating costs total

2,1172,0162,0131,9491,9751,8681,9011,8451,7391,6551,6051,4861,3781,2791,2021,1841,096981943832797623514475165000000000033,6376,408Operating Surplus

       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

000000000000000497169331172931351,4652,0394,8175,0224,3322,9352,02998047400024,62613,746NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

000000000000005831,4601,9621,8691,096185289-356334581,1181,127-376-1,966-2,234-1,647-878-000-02,723-1,152Core capex 3.5%pa esc

55251950045445542542241039537635632530028327024422020619717615614012510456-3-12-3-1130007,6601,433Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

00000000000000000000000001,0001,0001,5001,5001,5001,00000007,5004,572Surface Access

5525195004544554254224103953763563253002838531,7532,2532,1441,326372517-1232932,0273,2126,9415,6453,8682,1981,8801,10447700-042,51018,599Capital expenditure total

1,5651,4971,5131,4951,5201,4431,4801,4351,3441,2791,2491,1611,078996350-569-1,157-1,163-384459280746221-1,552-3,047-6,941-5,645-3,868-2,198-1,880-1,104-477-000-8,873-12,191Cash Flow before interest and tax



Real Terms (2016 money)BASE CASE: NWR aero charge equals Do Minimum areo chargeFile: Heathrow/AC Final/Viability/P Analysis

ANNEX B 2Do Minimum OptionReal Terms (2016 money)£ millioncost of cap17-Sep-17

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432105.0%Prepared by P Willan RHC

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

95.895.194.593.893.292.591.991.290.690.089.388.788.187.586.986.385.785.184.583.983.382.782.281.681.080.579.979.478.878.377.777.276.676.175.72,986Passengers million

3.0%Aero charge nominal money

27.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3025.8324.5624.5624.5624.5624.5622.7922.0721.8622.3822.8022.35Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

2,6152,5972,5792,5612,5432,5262,5082,4912,4732,4562,4392,4222,4052,3892,3722,3562,3392,3232,3072,2912,2752,2592,2432,1081,9901,9761,9621,9491,9351,7831,7151,6871,7151,7361,69978,02534,1923.0%Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

1,1031,1061,1141,1201,1191,1191,1181,1131,1091,1101,1151,1181,1131,1061,1041,1071,1041,0971,0961,1001,1011,0851,0791,0771,0801,0791,0711,0621,0581,0551,0491,0411,0411,0351,08738,19017,6852.1%Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

3,7193,7033,6933,6813,6623,6453,6263,6043,5823,5673,5543,5403,5193,4943,4763,4623,4433,4203,4033,3913,3753,3443,3223,1853,0703,0553,0333,0102,9932,8392,7642,7282,7562,7712,786116,21551,878Revenue total

Operating costs:

1,2251,2211,2201,2241,2181,2151,2111,2041,1961,1911,1901,1881,1841,1761,1701,1681,1671,1641,1641,1581,1651,1051,1031,1021,1051,1071,1051,0911,0911,0931,0951,0921,0931,1061,13840,44518,5843.0%Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

1,2251,2211,2201,2241,2181,2151,2111,2041,1961,1911,1901,1881,1841,1761,1701,1681,1671,1641,1641,1581,1651,1051,1031,1021,1051,1071,1051,0911,0911,0931,0951,0921,0931,1061,13840,44518,584Operating costs total

2,4942,4822,4732,4572,4442,4302,4152,3992,3862,3752,3642,3522,3342,3182,3062,2942,2762,2562,2392,2332,2112,2392,2202,0831,9651,9471,9281,9191,9021,7451,6701,6361,6631,6651,64875,76933,293Operating Surplus

67.1%67.0%67.0%66.8%66.7%66.7%66.6%66.6%66.6%66.6%66.5%66.4%66.3%66.3%66.3%66.3%66.1%66.0%65.8%65.8%65.5%67.0%66.8%65.4%64.0%63.7%63.6%63.8%63.5%61.5%60.4%60.0%60.4%60.1%59.2%65.2%       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

00000000000000000000000000000000000003.5%NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

0000000000000000000163431,0331,2011,0866516581,5312,3342,4471,8801,00610228221014,3489,3553.5%Core capex 3.5%pa esc

37437337438037637537336936336136136136035435035135234534234234634033533133133232732231831731430857257271313,0176,3323.5%Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Surface Access

3743733743803763753733693633613613613603543503513523453423586891,3721,5351,4179829901,8582,6572,7662,1971,32041060059472327,36515,687Capital expenditure total

2,1202,1092,0992,0782,0682,0552,0422,0302,0232,0152,0031,9901,9741,9641,9561,9431,9251,9111,8971,8741,52286768466698295770-738-864-4523491,2261,0631,07192548,40417,607Cash Flow before interest and tax

NWR OptionReal Terms (2016 money)£ millioncost of cap

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432105.0%

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

134.9133.5133.7132.6133.2131.5132.2131.4129.8128.5127.9125.8123.8121.6120.2118.1116.2113.7112.9110.7109.3106.2103.299.691.780.579.979.478.878.377.777.276.676.175.73,802Passengers million

3.00%Aero charge nominal money

27.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3025.8324.5624.5624.5624.5624.5622.7922.0721.8622.3822.8022.35Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

3,6843,6453,6503,6203,6373,5903,6083,5883,5443,5083,4913,4343,3793,3183,2803,2243,1743,1033,0823,0232,9832,8982,8182,5732,2521,9761,9621,9491,9351,7831,7151,6871,7151,7361,699100,26641,2603.00%Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

1,3651,3641,3671,3701,3721,3721,3781,3741,3691,3671,3631,3561,3451,3351,3271,3131,3011,2921,2861,2751,2631,2481,2301,1891,1301,0791,0711,0621,0581,0551,0491,0411,0411,0351,08743,52719,3832.10%Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

5,0495,0105,0174,9895,0094,9624,9864,9624,9134,8754,8554,7904,7244,6544,6074,5374,4744,3954,3674,2994,2454,1464,0493,7623,3823,0553,0333,0102,9932,8392,7642,7282,7562,7712,786143,79260,644Revenue total

Operating costs:

1,7121,7031,7011,6931,6931,6831,6831,6771,6671,6591,6541,6411,6301,6091,6001,5361,5261,5181,5161,5101,4891,4651,4541,3251,2901,1071,1051,0911,0911,0931,0951,0921,0931,1061,13850,64621,8893.00%Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

1,7121,7031,7011,6931,6931,6831,6831,6771,6671,6591,6541,6411,6301,6091,6001,5361,5261,5181,5161,5101,4891,4651,4541,3251,2901,1071,1051,0911,0911,0931,0951,0921,0931,1061,13850,64621,889Operating costs total

3,3363,3073,3163,2973,3163,2803,3033,2853,2453,2163,2013,1483,0943,0443,0073,0012,9482,8772,8512,7882,7572,6812,5952,4372,0921,9471,9281,9191,9021,7451,6701,6361,6631,6651,64893,14738,754Operating Surplus

66.1%66.0%66.1%66.1%66.2%66.1%66.2%66.2%66.1%66.0%65.9%65.7%65.5%65.4%65.3%66.1%65.9%65.5%65.3%64.9%64.9%64.7%64.1%64.8%61.8%63.7%63.6%63.8%63.5%61.5%60.4%60.0%60.4%60.1%59.2%64.8%       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

0000000000000002538381974459891,0031,4453,5343,8143,4052,3881,70885442800018,90112,4803.50%NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

000000000000002937591,0561,0416321275228051,2221,3991,4431,4841,24578963049324110228221014,3477,8963.50%Core capex 3.5%pa esc

54654054053653853253453152552051750950149148547847046045644844242941840337133032732431631631531157257271316,3137,3723.50%Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

00000000000000000000000007347591,1791,2201,26387100006,0274,2303.50%Surface Access

5465405405365385325345315255205175095014917781,2621,5641,5401,1075811,0081,2941,7292,8063,2606,0836,1455,6974,5543,7802,28284160059472355,58731,978Capital expenditure total

2,7912,7672,7762,7612,7782,7482,7692,7542,7212,6962,6842,6402,5942,5532,2291,7381,3841,3371,7442,2081,7481,388866-369-1,168-4,135-4,217-3,778-2,652-2,035-6137951,0631,07192537,5606,776Cash Flow before interest and tax

INCREMENT - NWR Option minus Do Minimum OptionReal Terms (2016 money)£ millioncost of cap

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432105.0%

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

39.238.439.238.840.139.040.340.239.238.538.537.135.734.133.331.830.628.628.426.825.923.421.118.010.70.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0817Passengers million

Aero charge nominal money

0.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.00Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

1,0691,0481,0711,0581,0941,0651,1001,0971,0701,0521,0521,011974930908869835780775733708639575465262000000000022,2417,068Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

2612592532502532532592612602562482382322302242061971951901751621631511115000000000005,3371,698Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

1,3301,3071,3241,3081,3471,3171,3591,3591,3311,3091,3011,2501,2061,1601,1321,0751,031975965908870802727576312000000000027,5788,766Revenue total

Operating costs:

488482480469475468472473472468464453446433430368359354352352324360351223185000000000010,2013,305Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

488482480469475468472473472468464453446433430368359354352352324360351223185000000000010,2013,305Operating costs total

842825843839872850887886859841837796760726702707672620612556546442375354127000000000017,3775,461Operating Surplus

       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

0000000000000002538381974459891,0031,4453,5343,8143,4052,3881,70885442800018,90112,480NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

000000000000002937591,0561,041632111179-22822314792827-285-1,545-1,817-1,387-765-000-0-1-1,459Core capex 3.5%pa esc

1711671661561621571611621611591561471411371351271181151141059689837139-2-11-3-1130003,2961,040Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

00000000000000000000000007347591,1791,2201,26387100006,0274,230Surface Access

1711671661561621571611621611591561471411374289121,2131,194765222319-791941,3882,2775,0934,2873,0401,7881,58396243000-028,22216,291Capital expenditure total

671658677683710693727724698682681649619589273-205-541-574-153333226521181-1,035-2,150-5,093-4,287-3,040-1,788-1,583-962-430-000-10,845-10,831Cash Flow before interest and tax



Nominal (money of the day)BASE CASE: NWR aero charge increased 38% 0ver Do Minimum areo charge from 2026File: Heathrow/AC Final/Viability/P Analysis

ANNEX C 1Do Minimum OptionNominal (money of the day)£ millioncost of cap17-Sep-17

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432107.0%Prepared by P Willan RHC

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

95.895.194.593.893.292.591.991.290.690.089.388.788.187.586.986.385.785.184.583.983.382.782.281.681.080.579.979.478.878.377.777.276.676.175.72,986Passengers million

74.5872.4170.3068.2566.2764.3462.4660.6458.8857.1655.5053.8852.3150.7949.3147.8746.4845.1243.8142.5341.2940.0938.9235.7633.0032.0431.1130.2029.3226.4224.8423.8823.7523.4922.35Aero charge nominal money

27.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3025.8324.5624.5624.5624.5624.5622.7922.0721.8622.3822.8022.35Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

7,1456,8886,6416,4036,1735,9525,7385,5335,3345,1434,9584,7804,6094,4434,2844,1303,9823,8393,7023,5693,4413,3173,1982,9182,6742,5782,4862,3972,3112,0671,9311,8431,8201,7881,699139,71638,999Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

2,2372,1962,1662,1332,0862,0452,0011,9511,9031,8671,8361,8031,7591,7111,6721,6421,6051,5621,5281,5031,4721,4221,3851,3541,3291,3001,2641,2281,1981,1711,1401,1081,0851,0561,08755,80717,776Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

9,3819,0848,8088,5368,2607,9977,7397,4837,2377,0106,7946,5836,3676,1545,9565,7735,5885,4015,2305,0724,9134,7394,5834,2724,0033,8793,7503,6253,5093,2383,0712,9512,9052,8452,786195,52356,775Revenue total

Operating costs:

3,3463,2393,1433,0592,9572,8632,7702,6752,5792,4952,4182,3452,2692,1882,1132,0491,9871,9231,8671,8041,7611,6221,5721,5261,4851,4451,4001,3421,3031,2681,2321,1931,1591,1391,13870,67520,972Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

3,3463,2393,1433,0592,9572,8632,7702,6752,5792,4952,4182,3452,2692,1882,1132,0491,9871,9231,8671,8041,7611,6221,5721,5261,4851,4451,4001,3421,3031,2681,2321,1931,1591,1391,13870,67520,972Operating costs total

6,0355,8455,6655,4775,3035,1344,9694,8084,6584,5154,3764,2394,0983,9663,8433,7243,6003,4783,3623,2673,1523,1173,0112,7462,5182,4342,3502,2832,2061,9711,8381,7581,7451,7061,648124,84735,803Operating Surplus

64.3%64.3%64.3%64.2%64.2%64.2%64.2%64.3%64.4%64.4%64.4%64.4%64.4%64.4%64.5%64.5%64.4%64.4%64.3%64.4%64.1%65.8%65.7%64.3%62.9%62.7%62.7%63.0%62.9%60.9%59.9%59.6%60.1%60.0%59.2%63.9%       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

0000000000000000000000000000000000000NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

0000000000000000000275561,6151,8141,5859188962,0162,9703,0092,2331,15511330231018,96910,335Core capex 3.5%pa esc

1,2051,1601,1251,1031,0561,01797893488885282479776772969667465361959457455953150648446745343141039137636134261359371324,4787,487Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Surface Access

1,2051,1601,1251,1031,0561,0179789348888528247977677296966746536195946011,1152,1462,3202,0691,3861,3492,4473,3803,4002,6101,51545564361572343,44717,822Capital expenditure total

4,8314,6844,5404,3744,2474,1173,9913,8743,7703,6633,5513,4413,3313,2373,1473,0502,9472,8582,7692,6672,0379706916771,1331,084-96-1,098-1,194-6393231,3031,1031,09192581,40017,981Cash Flow before interest and tax

NWR OptionNominal (money of the day)£ millioncost of cap

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432107.0%

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

134.9133.5133.7132.6133.2131.5132.2131.4129.8128.5127.9125.8123.8121.6120.2118.1116.2113.7112.9110.7109.3106.2103.299.691.780.579.979.478.878.377.777.276.676.175.73,802Passengers million

102.9299.9397.0194.1991.4588.7886.2083.6981.2578.8876.5874.3572.1970.0968.0466.0664.1462.2760.4658.7056.9955.3353.7149.3545.5432.0431.1130.2029.3226.4224.8423.8823.7523.4922.351.38Aero charge nominal money

37.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6735.6533.8924.5624.5624.5624.5622.7922.0721.8622.3822.8022.35Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

13,88913,34312,97012,48812,18311,67611,39210,99810,54710,1379,7959,3528,9358,5198,1767,8027,4567,0786,8246,5006,2265,8735,5464,9154,1772,5782,4862,3972,3112,0671,9311,8431,8201,7881,699247,71660,449Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

2,7662,7092,6582,6092,5592,5072,4652,4092,3502,2982,2452,1872,1252,0662,0111,9481,8911,8391,7931,7421,6891,6351,5791,4941,3911,3001,2641,2281,1981,1711,1401,1081,0851,0561,08764,60319,512Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

16,65516,05215,62815,09714,74214,18313,85713,40712,89712,43512,04011,53911,06010,58510,1879,7509,3478,9178,6178,2427,9157,5087,1256,4095,5683,8793,7503,6253,5093,2383,0712,9512,9052,8452,786312,31979,961Revenue total

Operating costs:

4,6784,5174,3794,2324,1093,9653,8503,7263,5963,4743,3623,2393,1232,9942,8902,6942,5982,5092,4332,3532,2522,1512,0731,8341,7341,4451,4001,3421,3031,2681,2321,1931,1591,1391,13891,38325,040Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

4,6784,5174,3794,2324,1093,9653,8503,7263,5963,4743,3623,2393,1232,9942,8902,6942,5982,5092,4332,3532,2522,1512,0731,8341,7341,4451,4001,3421,3031,2681,2321,1931,1591,1391,13891,38325,040Operating costs total

11,97711,53511,24910,86510,63310,21810,0079,6819,3018,9618,6788,3007,9377,5917,2977,0566,7496,4086,1845,8895,6635,3575,0524,5753,8342,4342,3502,2832,2061,9711,8381,7581,7451,7061,648220,93654,921Operating Surplus

71.9%71.9%72.0%72.0%72.1%72.0%72.2%72.2%72.1%72.1%72.1%71.9%71.8%71.7%71.6%72.4%72.2%71.9%71.8%71.5%71.5%71.4%70.9%71.4%68.9%62.7%62.7%63.0%62.9%60.9%59.9%59.6%60.1%60.0%59.2%70.7%       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

000000000000000497169331172931351,4652,0394,8175,0224,3322,9352,02998047400024,62613,746NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

000000000000005831,4601,9621,8691,0962128451,2591,8472,0432,0362,0231,6401,00477558627711330231021,6939,183Core capex 3.5%pa esc

1,7571,6791,6251,5571,5111,4421,4001,3441,2831,2281,1801,1221,0671,01296691887382579175071567163158852345043041238837536234561359371332,1398,920Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

00000000000000000000000001,0001,0001,5001,5001,5001,00000007,5004,572Surface Access

1,7571,6791,6251,5571,5111,4421,4001,3441,2831,2281,1801,1221,0671,0121,5492,4272,9062,7631,9209731,6322,0232,6134,0964,5988,2908,0927,2485,5984,4902,61993264361572385,95736,421Capital expenditure total

10,2209,8569,6249,3089,1228,7768,6078,3378,0187,7337,4987,1786,8706,5795,7484,6293,8433,6454,2644,9164,0313,3342,439479-764-5,856-5,742-4,965-3,392-2,519-7818261,1021,091925134,97918,500Cash Flow before interest and tax

INCREMENT - NWR Option minus Do Minimum OptionNominal (money of the day)£ millioncost of cap

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432107.0%

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

39.238.439.238.840.139.040.340.239.238.538.537.135.734.133.331.830.628.628.426.825.923.421.118.010.70.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0817Passengers million

28.3427.5226.7125.9425.1824.4523.7423.0422.3721.7221.0920.4719.8819.3018.7418.1917.6617.1516.6516.1615.6915.2314.7913.5912.540.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.00Aero charge nominal money

10.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.379.829.330.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.00Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

6,7456,4546,3296,0856,0095,7245,6545,4665,2134,9954,8364,5714,3264,0763,8923,6723,4743,2383,1222,9312,7862,5562,3471,9971,5020000000000108,00021,450Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

5295134924764734624644584474314093843663553393062862772652392172131941406200000000008,7961,736Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

7,2746,9686,8216,5616,4826,1866,1185,9245,6605,4265,2454,9554,6924,4314,2313,9783,7593,5153,3873,1703,0022,7692,5412,1371,5640000000000116,79623,186Revenue total

Operating costs:

1,3321,2781,2361,1731,1521,1021,0801,0511,017979944894854806777645611586566549491529501308249000000000020,7084,068Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

1,3321,2781,2361,1731,1521,1021,0801,0511,017979944894854806777645611586566549491529501308249000000000020,7084,068Operating costs total

5,9425,6905,5845,3885,3295,0835,0384,8734,6434,4464,3024,0613,8393,6253,4543,3323,1492,9302,8222,6222,5122,2402,0411,8291,315000000000096,08819,118Operating Surplus

       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

000000000000000497169331172931351,4652,0394,8175,0224,3322,9352,02998047400024,62613,746NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

000000000000005831,4601,9621,8691,096185289-356334581,1181,127-376-1,966-2,234-1,647-878-000-02,723-1,152Core capex 3.5%pa esc

55251950045445542542241039537635632530028327024422020619717615614012510456-3-12-3-1130007,6601,433Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

00000000000000000000000001,0001,0001,5001,5001,5001,00000007,5004,572Surface Access

5525195004544554254224103953763563253002838531,7532,2532,1441,326372517-1232932,0273,2126,9415,6453,8682,1981,8801,10447700-042,51018,599Capital expenditure total

5,3905,1715,0844,9344,8744,6584,6174,4634,2484,0713,9463,7373,5393,3422,6011,5798967861,4952,2491,9952,3641,748-198-1,897-6,941-5,645-3,868-2,198-1,880-1,104-477-00053,579519Cash Flow before interest and tax



Real Terms (2016 money)BASE CASE: NWR aero charge increased 38% 0ver Do Minimum areo charge from 2026File: Heathrow/AC Final/Viability/P Analysis

ANNEX C 2Do Minimum OptionReal Terms (2016 money)£ millioncost of cap17-Sep-17

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432105.0%Prepared by P Willan RHC

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

95.895.194.593.893.292.591.991.290.690.089.388.788.187.586.986.385.785.184.583.983.382.782.281.681.080.579.979.478.878.377.777.276.676.175.72,986Passengers million

3.0%Aero charge nominal money

27.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3027.3025.8324.5624.5624.5624.5624.5622.7922.0721.8622.3822.8022.35Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

2,6152,5972,5792,5612,5432,5262,5082,4912,4732,4562,4392,4222,4052,3892,3722,3562,3392,3232,3072,2912,2752,2592,2432,1081,9901,9761,9621,9491,9351,7831,7151,6871,7151,7361,69978,02534,1923.0%Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

1,1031,1061,1141,1201,1191,1191,1181,1131,1091,1101,1151,1181,1131,1061,1041,1071,1041,0971,0961,1001,1011,0851,0791,0771,0801,0791,0711,0621,0581,0551,0491,0411,0411,0351,08738,19017,6852.1%Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

3,7193,7033,6933,6813,6623,6453,6263,6043,5823,5673,5543,5403,5193,4943,4763,4623,4433,4203,4033,3913,3753,3443,3223,1853,0703,0553,0333,0102,9932,8392,7642,7282,7562,7712,786116,21551,878Revenue total

Operating costs:

1,2251,2211,2201,2241,2181,2151,2111,2041,1961,1911,1901,1881,1841,1761,1701,1681,1671,1641,1641,1581,1651,1051,1031,1021,1051,1071,1051,0911,0911,0931,0951,0921,0931,1061,13840,44518,5843.0%Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

1,2251,2211,2201,2241,2181,2151,2111,2041,1961,1911,1901,1881,1841,1761,1701,1681,1671,1641,1641,1581,1651,1051,1031,1021,1051,1071,1051,0911,0911,0931,0951,0921,0931,1061,13840,44518,584Operating costs total

2,4942,4822,4732,4572,4442,4302,4152,3992,3862,3752,3642,3522,3342,3182,3062,2942,2762,2562,2392,2332,2112,2392,2202,0831,9651,9471,9281,9191,9021,7451,6701,6361,6631,6651,64875,76933,293Operating Surplus

67.1%67.0%67.0%66.8%66.7%66.7%66.6%66.6%66.6%66.6%66.5%66.4%66.3%66.3%66.3%66.3%66.1%66.0%65.8%65.8%65.5%67.0%66.8%65.4%64.0%63.7%63.6%63.8%63.5%61.5%60.4%60.0%60.4%60.1%59.2%65.2%       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

00000000000000000000000000000000000003.5%NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

0000000000000000000163431,0331,2011,0866516581,5312,3342,4471,8801,00610228221014,3489,3553.5%Core capex 3.5%pa esc

37437337438037637537336936336136136136035435035135234534234234634033533133133232732231831731430857257271313,0176,3323.5%Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Surface Access

3743733743803763753733693633613613613603543503513523453423586891,3721,5351,4179829901,8582,6572,7662,1971,32041060059472327,36515,687Capital expenditure total

2,1202,1092,0992,0782,0682,0552,0422,0302,0232,0152,0031,9901,9741,9641,9561,9431,9251,9111,8971,8741,52286768466698295770-738-864-4523491,2261,0631,07192548,40417,607Cash Flow before interest and tax

NWR OptionReal Terms (2016 money)£ millioncost of cap

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432105.0%

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

134.9133.5133.7132.6133.2131.5132.2131.4129.8128.5127.9125.8123.8121.6120.2118.1116.2113.7112.9110.7109.3106.2103.299.691.780.579.979.478.878.377.777.276.676.175.73,802Passengers million

3.00%Aero charge nominal money

37.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6737.6735.6533.8924.5624.5624.5624.5622.7922.0721.8622.3822.8022.35Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

5,0845,0315,0374,9955,0194,9554,9794,9514,8914,8424,8184,7384,6634,5804,5274,4504,3804,2824,2534,1724,1163,9993,8903,5513,1081,9761,9621,9491,9351,7831,7151,6871,7151,7361,699131,46751,6543.00%Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

1,3651,3641,3671,3701,3721,3721,3781,3741,3691,3671,3631,3561,3451,3351,3271,3131,3011,2921,2861,2751,2631,2481,2301,1891,1301,0791,0711,0621,0581,0551,0491,0411,0411,0351,08743,52719,3832.10%Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

6,4496,3956,4046,3656,3916,3276,3576,3266,2606,2086,1826,0946,0085,9155,8545,7625,6805,5745,5385,4475,3795,2475,1204,7404,2383,0553,0333,0102,9932,8392,7642,7282,7562,7712,786174,99371,037Revenue total

Operating costs:

1,7121,7031,7011,6931,6931,6831,6831,6771,6671,6591,6541,6411,6301,6091,6001,5361,5261,5181,5161,5101,4891,4651,4541,3251,2901,1071,1051,0911,0911,0931,0951,0921,0931,1061,13850,64621,8893.00%Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

1,7121,7031,7011,6931,6931,6831,6831,6771,6671,6591,6541,6411,6301,6091,6001,5361,5261,5181,5161,5101,4891,4651,4541,3251,2901,1071,1051,0911,0911,0931,0951,0921,0931,1061,13850,64621,889Operating costs total

4,7364,6924,7034,6724,6984,6444,6744,6484,5924,5494,5284,4534,3784,3054,2544,2264,1544,0564,0223,9373,8903,7823,6663,4152,9471,9471,9281,9191,9021,7451,6701,6361,6631,6651,648124,34849,148Operating Surplus

73.4%73.4%73.4%73.4%73.5%73.4%73.5%73.5%73.4%73.3%73.2%73.1%72.9%72.8%72.7%73.3%73.1%72.8%72.6%72.3%72.3%72.1%71.6%72.0%69.6%63.7%63.6%63.8%63.5%61.5%60.4%60.0%60.4%60.1%59.2%71.1%       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

0000000000000002538381974459891,0031,4453,5343,8143,4052,3881,70885442800018,90112,4803.50%NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

000000000000002937591,0561,0416321275228051,2221,3991,4431,4841,24578963049324110228221014,3477,8963.50%Core capex 3.5%pa esc

54654054053653853253453152552051750950149148547847046045644844242941840337133032732431631631531157257271316,3137,3723.50%Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

00000000000000000000000007347591,1791,2201,26387100006,0274,2303.50%Surface Access

5465405405365385325345315255205175095014917781,2621,5641,5401,1075811,0081,2941,7292,8063,2606,0836,1455,6974,5543,7802,28284160059472355,58731,978Capital expenditure total

4,1914,1524,1634,1364,1604,1124,1404,1174,0684,0304,0113,9453,8783,8143,4752,9632,5902,5162,9153,3562,8822,4891,937609-312-4,135-4,217-3,778-2,652-2,035-6137951,0631,07192568,76117,169Cash Flow before interest and tax

INCREMENT - NWR Option minus Do Minimum OptionReal Terms (2016 money)£ millioncost of cap

3433323130292827262524232221201918171615141312111098765432105.0%

205020492048204720462045204420432042204120402039203820372036203520342033203220312030202920282027202620252024202320222021202020192018201720162016-2050NPVYear

39.238.439.238.840.139.040.340.239.238.538.537.135.734.133.331.830.628.628.426.825.923.421.118.010.70.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0817Passengers million

Aero charge nominal money

10.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.3710.379.829.330.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.00Aero charge 2016 money

Revenue:

2,4692,4332,4582,4342,4762,4292,4712,4612,4172,3852,3792,3162,2582,1912,1552,0942,0401,9591,9461,8811,8421,7401,6461,4431,118000000000053,44217,462Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc

2612592532502532532592612602562482382322302242061971951901751621631511115000000000005,3371,698Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc

2,7302,6922,7112,6842,7292,6822,7302,7222,6772,6422,6272,5542,4902,4212,3792,3002,2372,1542,1362,0572,0041,9031,7981,5541,168000000000058,77919,159Revenue total

Operating costs:

488482480469475468472473472468464453446433430368359354352352324360351223185000000000010,2013,305Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc

0000000000000000000000000000000000000Environment costs

488482480469475468472473472468464453446433430368359354352352324360351223185000000000010,2013,305Operating costs total

2,2422,2102,2302,2152,2542,2142,2592,2492,2062,1742,1632,1012,0441,9871,9481,9321,8781,8001,7831,7041,6791,5431,4461,331983000000000048,57815,854Operating Surplus

       Operating margin

Capital Expenditure:

0000000000000002538381974459891,0031,4453,5343,8143,4052,3881,70885442800018,90112,480NWR capex 3.5%pa esc

000000000000002937591,0561,041632111179-22822314792827-285-1,545-1,817-1,387-765-000-0-1-1,459Core capex 3.5%pa esc

1711671661561621571611621611591561471411371351271181151141059689837139-2-11-3-1130003,2961,040Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc

00000000000000000000000007347591,1791,2201,26387100006,0274,230Surface Access

1711671661561621571611621611591561471411374289121,2131,194765222319-791941,3882,2775,0934,2873,0401,7881,58396243000-028,22216,291Capital expenditure total

2,0712,0442,0642,0582,0922,0572,0982,0872,0442,0152,0081,9541,9031,8501,5201,0206656051,0181,4821,3601,6221,253-57-1,295-5,093-4,287-3,040-1,788-1,583-962-430-00020,356-437Cash Flow before interest and tax
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ANNEX DHEATHROW EXPANSION - FINANCIAL RETURNFile: Heathrow/AC Final/Viability/PW Analysis

17-Sep-17

NWR aero charge increased by 38% from 2026NWR Aero charge equals Do Minimum chargePrepared by P W illan RHC

col hcol gcol fcol ecol dcol ccol bcol a

CashNPV@5%CashNPV@7%CashNPV@5%CashNPV@7%

DO MINIMUM

2,9862,9862,9862,986Passengers million1

£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ millRevenue:

78,02534,192139,71638,99978,02534,192139,71638,999Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc2

38,19017,68555,80717,77638,19017,68555,80717,776Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc3

116,21551,878195,52356,775116,21551,878195,52356,775Revenue total4

Operating costs:

40,44518,58470,67520,97240,44518,58470,67520,972Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc5

00000000Environment costs6

40,44518,58470,67520,97240,44518,58470,67520,972Operating costs total7

0000

75,76933,293124,84735,80375,76933,293124,84735,803Operating Surplus8

Capital Expenditure:

00000000NWR capex 3.5%pa esc9

14,3489,35518,96910,33514,3489,35518,96910,335Core capex 3.5%pa esc10

13,0176,33224,4787,48713,0176,33224,4787,487Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc11

00000000Surface Access12

27,36515,68743,44717,82227,36515,68743,44717,822Capital expenditure total13

48,40417,60781,40017,98148,40417,60781,40017,981Cash Flow before interest and tax14

NWR EXPANSION

3,8023,8023,8023,802Passengers million

£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ millRevenue:

131,46751,654247,71660,449100,26641,260185,26547,739Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc15

43,52719,38364,60319,51243,52719,38364,60319,512Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc16

174,99371,037312,31979,961143,79260,644249,86867,251Revenue total17

Operating costs:

50,64621,88991,38325,04050,64621,88991,38325,040Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc18

00000000Environment costs19

50,64621,88991,38325,04050,64621,88991,38325,040Operating costs total20

124,34849,148220,93654,92193,14738,754158,48442,211Operating Surplus21

Capital Expenditure:

18,90112,48024,62613,74618,90112,48024,62613,746NWR capex 3.5%pa esc22

14,3477,89621,6939,18314,3477,89621,6939,183Core capex 3.5%pa esc23

16,3137,37232,1398,92016,3137,37232,1398,920Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc24

6,0274,2307,5004,5726,0274,2307,5004,572Surface Access25

55,58731,97885,95736,42155,58731,97885,95736,421Capital expenditure total26

68,76117,169134,97918,50037,5606,77672,5275,790Cash Flow before interest and tax27

INCREMENT

817817817817Passengers million

£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ mill£ millRevenue:

53,44217,462108,00021,45022,2417,06845,5498,740Aeronautical revenue 3.0%pa esc28

5,3371,6988,7961,7365,3371,6988,7961,736Non-aero revenue 2.1%pa esc29

58,77919,159116,79623,18627,5788,76654,34510,476Revenue total30

Operating costs:

10,2013,30520,7084,06810,2013,30520,7084,068Operating Expenses 3.0%pa esc31

Environment costs32

10,2013,30520,7084,06810,2013,30520,7084,068Operating costs total33

48,57815,85496,08819,11817,3775,46133,6376,408Operating Surplus34

Capital Expenditure:

18,90112,48024,62613,74618,90112,48024,62613,746NWR capex 3.5%pa esc35

-1-1,4592,723-1,152-1-1,4592,723-1,152Core capex 3.5%pa esc36

3,2961,0407,6601,4333,2961,0407,6601,433Asset replacement 3.5%pa esc37

6,0274,2307,5004,5726,0274,2307,5004,572Surface Access38

28,22216,29142,51018,59928,22216,29142,51018,599Capital expenditure total39

20,356-43753,579519-10,845-10,831-8,873-12,191Cash Flow before interest and tax40
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ANNEX E 

SURFACE ACCESS 

 

Extract from the response by Richmond Heathrow Campaign to the DfT’s Consultation on the draft 

NPS, May 2017. 
Impacts and requirements (Ch 5) 

Question 4: The Government has set out its approach to surface access for a Heathrow Northwest 
Runway scheme. Please tell us your views.  
 

1. The analysis of surface transport breaks down broadly into: 

• What's the demand? 
• What's the capacity? 
• What's the gap between demand and capacity? 
• What's the impact of demand on service level (including time taken, convenience and journey 

comfort)? 
• What's the impact on road congestion? 
• What's the impact on pollution?  
• What's the capacity cost and how can funding be shared? 
 
2. What's the demand for surface transport to and from Heathrow? 
a. Demand is made up of (a) background demand and (b) Heathrow specific demand. While 
Heathrow demand may be relatively small compared to background demand, it can be critical at 
peak times and when demand is near to or exceeds capacity. Heathrow demand includes 
terminating passengers, staff and freight. 
 
b. Background demand is growing (based on population growth of 37% in London as a whole 
between 2011 and 2050 according to the London Plan).  
 
c. With NWR expansion, Heathrow terminating passenger demand is forecast by the Commission 
to grow from 52 million passengers per annum (mppa) in 2011 to 65 mppa in 2030 ,  94 mppa in 
2040 and 105 mppa in 2050  (Assessment of Need carbon capped). These figures are shown in the 
following table.  
 

Heathrow Passengers and Modal share - NWR Option     

 2011 2030 2040 2050 

Passengers mppa   note (a) 52 77 94 105 

Promise 1: modal share increase:     

Modal share:  public transport 40% 50% 55% 55% 

Public transport  (passengers) 21 39 52 58 

Car (passengers) 31 38 42 47 

Promise 2: no more cars than today (pax equivalent):     

Modal share: public transport Required 40% 60% 67% 70% 

Public transport (passengers) 21 46 63 74 

Car No more cars on the road (passengers) 31 31 31 31 

Note (a): Airports Commission Assessment of Need carbon capped.  
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Heathrow’s first promise is to achieve 50 % public transport by 2030 and 55% by 2040.  This  still results 
in a 22% increase in road users between 2011 and 2030 and a 35% increase by 2040. We cannot see 
how air quality targets will be met even were this modal shift achieved. Furthermore, the figures 
depend on a significant shift in peoples’ behaviour towards public transport. Even if they wanted to shift 
we doubt there will be the public transport capacity unless considerably more is spent than the £5.7 
billion estimated by the Commission.  
 
The second promise is that there shall be no more cars than today. In the table we assume that the 
number of passengers per car remains little changed. The modal share of public transport would need to 
increase to 60% (cf 50%) by 2030, 67% (cf 55%) by 2040 and 70% by 2050.  The modal shift would be 
unprecedented by a wide margin compared to that achieved anywhere else in the world. The public 
transport capacity would have to be increased by two times by 2030 and by three time by 2040, which 
we do not believe could be achieved without the cost between £15 bn and £20 bn. 
  
d. Staff numbers tend to be proportional to passenger numbers, so are likely to grow from a base 
of around 84,000 in 2011. Freight is also expected to grow at similar rates and be a major contributor to 
surface access demand.   
 
e. Surface access demand depends on Heathrow's catchment area and on where people travel to 
and from within that area. Rail transport projects - HS2 and the Western Rail Access projects - will 
substantially increase the catchment area to the north and west of the country according to the 
Commission. 
 
f. The way people choose to travel - the modal share of total demand - is especially important. 
This means the proportions travelling by road (car and bus) and by rail (network rail, over-ground and 
underground). Behaviour change and interventions such as congestion charging zones can have an 
effect on people's choices. However, the promises by Heathrow have not been fully assessed and are 
not binding. 
 
g. The Commission in our view significantly under-estimated surface access demand in its original 
analysis. Our view continues to be that the demand estimates remain unrealistically low and that the 
mode shift to public transport is over optimistic.  It is particularly important to consider the peak hour 
demand and segments of the road and rail networks that are overloaded.  For example, the morning 
peak hour 2-way Heathrow demand was estimated by the Commission in its original projections to be a 
total of 20,000 trips in 2030 compared to TfL's estimate, when the airport is subsequently full, of 35,000 
trips, which is 75% greater. Similar disparity arose in the underlying road and rail demand. The 
Commission estimated 12,300 road trips, while TfL estimated 23,900 trips. The Commission estimated 
7,400 rail trips while TfL estimated 11,500 trips. 
 
3. What's the capacity for surface transport to and from Heathrow? 
a. The surface access capacity predicted by the Commission and Government update comprises a 
Core baseline and an Extended transport baseline which together are expected to be in place by 2030. 
The Core baseline includes Heathrow Express, London Underground Piccadilly line, Crossrail and HS2 
with Heathrow passengers connecting at Old Oak Common. For roads, it includes "smart motorway" 
upgrades to certain junctions on the M23, M25 and M3. A smart motorway is a section which uses 
active traffic management techniques to increase capacity, e.g. variable speed limits and hard shoulder 
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running at busy times. The Extended baseline includes Western Rail Access (WRA) to Heathrow. Two 
additional schemes that are not included in the baselines are a Southern Rail Access (SRA) linking Staines 
to Waterloo via Richmond and increased Crossrail frequency. These are allocated to the Heathrow 
project rather than to background demand. 
 
b. We concluded that the original Commission projections of capacity for Heathrow expansion 
projects would not be sufficient.  So far our analysis of the updates by the Government suggests there is 
still a lack of capacity.  For example, the WRA has still to be funded and the SRA (previously known as 
Airtrack) ran into considerable problems when last considered because of the impact on the several 
level crossings that would have to be closed for more of the time with consequential impact on local 
traffic.  Demand for seating capacity on segments of the Piccadilly line and Crossrail far exceeds the 
available seating capacity. While this might be a lesser problem for non-airport users, Heathrow's 
passengers may have luggage, have long flights ahead or behind them, and include families with 
children. By 2030, with or without a third runway, overall rail access to Heathrow (including Crossrail, 
underground and Heathrow Express) does not improve for 8 London boroughs, and marginally reduces 
for 15 boroughs. Only 8 boroughs are likely to experience any improvement. We are concerned that the 
SRA will be over-crowded, especially from Richmond to Waterloo and in peak hours. 
 
The current row between Heathrow and the Government on the Heathrow Express whereby Heathrow 
seeks to recoup past investment means that Cross rail may be turned around before reaching Heathrow,  
which would seriously impact the access to Heathrow.  
 
c. Inadequate capacity leads to road congestion and pollution  
 The cost of inadequate surface access is significant in terms of overcrowding on the rail system, 
less convenience and comfort and congestion and pollution on the road network. Furthermore, with 
pollution subject to statutory limits it is quite possible that Heathrow will not be able to make full use of 
an additional runway. It is not clear what service level is being considered in the planning - low, 
intermediate or high. This considerably alters the cost. 
 
d. What's the capacity cost and how can funding be shared 
 The Commission estimates the surface access investment required for servicing an expanded 
Heathrow will be £5.7 billion. But TfL believe the sum required will be up to £20 billion. The Commission 
estimates that HAL will need to find as much as £34 billion to finance a third runway and ongoing cash 
outflow, excluding the funding of surface access. It is not clear from the Commission, Heathrow and 
importantly the draft NPS and associated material who is expected to fund the surface access and what 
proportion can Heathrow pass on as charges. But it is clear from the Commission's reports and that it 
thinks even without the surface access funding, the markets may find it difficult to fund the size of 
investment required. It could prove unacceptable economically and politically for the State to fund the 
scheme as direct grants or by guarantees. 
 
The draft NPS - Mitigation  
1. Chapter 5 of the draft NPS discusses surface access mitigation. We comment here. 
 
2. Para 5.15.  We agree that Heathrow should set out its access strategy to support expansion. 

The draft NPS says this should be ‘appropriately secured’. This statement establishes no 
meaningful criteria as to how the matter will be secured and what happens if it fails. Also, the 
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NPS should make it clear that the level of service for non airport users compared to the Do-
minimum option should be no worse. 

 
3. Para 5.16. This para sets out the test for public transport  mode which we examined in our para 

2c above.  Based on the Commission’s demand figures, the mode shift target will inevitably fail 
in our view and the question arises what will be the consequences. Will the passenger 
throughput at Heathrow be restricted with all the financial consequences that entails? One 
possible solution would be for Heathrow to pay into an escrow account from the time its DCO 
were approved. £250 million a year might provide an insurance against Heathrow failing in its 
surface access promises. The escrow money would be made available to mitigate the under-
provision of public transport capacity and other measures required to contain air pollution. A 
similar approach could be applied to securing other commitments.  It is evident from promises 
given over the years regarding Heathrow that promises and commitments  have not been kept. 

 
4. Para 5.18. Surely the NPS needs to be much clearer on the scope of the surface access projects 

required to provide satisfactory nil detriment or level service and how and who will share in 
paying for the access. 

 
5. Para 5.19.  This talks about the need for public funding on a case by case basis including 

deferred parts of the project. Surely, the NPS should be much more definitive. 
 



ANNEX F

Heathrow Shareholders Equity Equity
2014

% £ mill

Ferrovial S.A. 25.00% 759
Quatar Holding LLC 20.00% 607
Caisse de depot et placement du Quebec 13.29% 404
The Government of Singapore Investment Corporation (GIC) 11.88% 361
Alinda Capital Partners 11.18% 340
China Investment Corporation CIC 10.00% 304
Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS) 8.65% 263

100.00% 3,037


